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Assembly Instructions:

Step 1)    Let’s go back and find part #9 (Main Body)
and part #3 (Muzzle).

Place some stuffing into the Muzzle and then position
it onto the body as shown. I use some long straight
pins to help hold my piece in place while I stitch it.
It’s not a requirement but does make some of the
pieces easier to deal with.

Step 2)    Now take a Contrasting Colour of Yarn and
stitch on the Eyes, Nose and Mouth.

Step 3) This stage will be taking two part #6’s (Legs)
and stitching them to the sides of part #9
(Main Body).

Pin the legs as shown in the following photos.

Once you have the first leg stitched on, stitch the
second leg onto the opposite side of  body.

Step 4) This stage will be taking part #1 (Tail) and
stitching it to the back of part #9 (Main Body).
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Step 8)   This stage will be taking the part #11 (Muzzle)
and stitching it to the front of part #10 (Baby
Body), then with a contrasting colour of yarn
stitch Eyes, Mouth and Nose.

Step 9)   This stage will be taking two part #12’s (Legs)
and stitching it to the sides of part #10 (Baby
Body).

Step 10)   This stage will be taking part #7 (Tail) and
stitching it to the back of part #10 (Baby
Body).

Step 5)   This stage will be taking part #13 (Pouch) and
stitching it to the front and bottom of part #9
(Main Body).

Step 6)   This stage will be taking two part #12’s (Arms)
and stitching it to sides of part #9 (Main
Body).

Please note that the tail on the arms must be worked up to the
other end of the arm in order to be attached to body properly.

Step 7)   This stage will be taking two part #8’s (Ears)
and stitching it to the top of part #9 (Main
Body).
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Step 11)   This stage will be taking two part #5’s (Arms)
and stitching it to the sides of part #10 (Baby
Body).

Please note that tail on the arms must be worked up to the
other end of the arm in order to be attached to body properly.

Step 12)   This stage will be taking two part #4’s (Ears)
and stitching it to the top of part #10 (Baby
Body).

Step 13)   This stage will be Stitching some lines onto the
feet of both Large and Small bodies with
contrasting coloured yarn.
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We would like to acknowledge and thank ‘Yarnspirations’ for the use of thier pattern to create this Mystery Amigurumi.
- The Crochet Crowd & It’s 2 Kute Amigurumi -


